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MORE FAKE NEWS
FROM not-only THE VINDICTIVE
HOLOCAUST FABRICATORS/LIARS

THIS IS HOW THEY DO IT!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*Remember the dialectic trick for winning an argument against the designated enemy, and
German philosopher Martin Heidegger’s succinct comment, published only in 2014:

The Jews, with their marked gift for calculating, live, already for the longest time,
according to the principle of race, which is why they are resisting its consistent
application with utmost violence.

_______________________________________________

WHY DID THE GERMAN POLICE RAID

and confiscate his computer and other personal items?
1

Nikolai Nerling
Autarkie | Freies Leben, Politik | Geo-Politik, Psychologie | Gesellschaft

Hallo liebe Freunde,
seit 2014 habe ich verstanden wie die Dinge
hier
auf
der
Welt
so
laufen.
Nach
anfänglichem Schock bin ich mir nun sicher,
dass eine Heilung der Verhältnisse möglich
ist.
Auf meinem Kanal möchte ich über die
wahren Hintergründe aufklären und Mut
machen, die Dinge zu unseren Gunsten zu
verändern. Wir, das sind alle Menschen, die
idealistisch statt materialistisch eingestellt
sind. Ideologisch Verblendete meine ich
natürlich nicht. Meine besondere Hingabe gilt
natürlich unserem Deutschen Volk, das ein
beinahe unvergleichlich schweres Schicksal zu
tragen hat. Im Blick habe ich auch alle Völker
und Menschen, die durch die Einflüsse einer
globalistischen
Clique
gegeneinander
aufgehetzt und in Kriege oder Flucht
getrieben wurden.

Ich fühle mich allein der Wahrheit verpflichtet
und bin der Meinung, dass die Wahrheit auch
gerne mal laut ausgesprochen werden darf.
Unterdrückung lehne ich genauso ab, wie eine
Vorverurteilung jeglicher Menschen.
Wohlan dann, wagen wir’s!

*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vUkAQpJ50H8

>>From the recent Archive<<

By Paul Berman, April 25, 2018 • 9:30 PM

On April 12, just now, Robert Faurisson suffered one
more minor legal defeat in a French court, which is good

news, in a small way, for the world, and, in a bigger way,
for the newspaper Le Monde. The court ruling means
that, in France, you can denounce Faurisson as a
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“professional liar” and a “falsifier of history.” And you do
not have to worry about a defamation suit—which is
good news for Le Monde because, back in 1978, the
editors made the insane error of judging Faurisson to be
a man-with-an-idea-worth-debating, and they welcomed
him into their pages. Faurisson is of course the
theoretician of Holocaust denial. He contributed to Le
Monde an “ideas” piece titled “The Debate Over the ‘Gas
Chambers,’ ” with the extra quotation marks signifying
his belief that Nazi gas chambers are a Zionist lie. And Le
Monde has needed, ever since, to make the point over
and again that publishing his article was a big mistake,
and Faurisson is, in fact, a professional liar and a falsifier
of history. The judicial ruling reinforces the point yet
again. It is good. We should applaud. But it is sobering to
reflect that, 40 years later, the point does need
reinforcement, and Faurisson, who is a minor screwball,
has had major successes in different corners of the
world. And falsification of history turns out to be a factor
in history.
The provenance of Faurisson’s ideas is altogether
curious. He derived them principally from a sad-sack
leftwing pacifist in France named Paul Rassinier, whose
misfortune during World War II was to be arrested and
tortured by the Germans, which permanently ruined his
health. He was jailed in two camps, Buchenwald and
Mittelbau-Dora, where conditions were bad. He was
beaten by the SS. When he emerged, though, he
explained and re-explained at book length that, even if
conditions in the camps were less than good, neither
were they especially terrible, and Germany’s conduct
during the war was no worse than any other country’s.
Germany ought not to be demonized. And the truly evil
people in the camps were the Communist prisoners. And
the Jews were responsible for the war.
I have sometimes wondered if Rassinier’s impulse to
deny or downplay his own experience wasn’t, in some
respect, normal—a pitiable but human impulse to cope
with an experience of extreme suffering by denying that
anything extreme has happened. But then, if Rassinier’s
impulse was normal, wouldn’t there be other examples of
people responding to catastrophic suffering in the same
way? It is hard to find other examples, though. The
literature of the German camps, the literature of the
Soviet gulag, and the 19th century American literature of
“slave narratives” (by slaves who escaped to the free
states and recounted their experiences)—the several
literatures of horrendous suffering under extreme social
conditions—do not seem to contain a place for fantasists
like Rassinier.
Rassinier was a freak, then. But was he a psychological
freak, or an ideological one? Elhanan Yakira, the Israeli
philosopher, takes the view (in a book called PostZionism, Post-Holocaust) that Rassinier’s ideas are an
example of “ideology gone mad.” This may describe
Rassinier’s disciple, Faurisson, as well. Psychologically,
nothing may be wrong with Faurisson. He spent his
working career as a professor of literature at the
University of Lyon, with a specialty in close examination
of texts, and, apart from his hobbyhorse about Nazis and
Zionists, he did not draw attention to himself.
He has summed up his thesis in this fashion, which I
translate from a dossier of the controversy around him,
Vérité historique ou vérité politique?, that was brought
out by his supporters:
1. The Hitlerian “gas chambers” never existed. 2. The
“genocide” (or the “attempted genocide”) of the Jews

never took place; in plain language, Hitler never gave the
order (or permission) that anyone should be killed
because of his race or religion. 3. The so-called “gas
chambers” and the so-called “genocide” are one and the
same lie. 4. This lie, which is essentially of Zionist origin,
has permitted a gigantic politico-financial fraud of which
the State of Israel is the principal beneficiary. 5. The
principal victims of this lie and this fraud are the German
people and the Palestinian people. 6. The colossal power
of the official means of information has, until now,
guaranteed the success of the lie and censured the
freedom of expression of those who denounced the lie.
The same quotation, with insignificant variations, can be
found in various places within the Faurisonnian oeuvre. It
is his formula, though perhaps one other element of the
doctrine should be mentioned, which is his belief that
Germany in WWII acted in self-defense against the Jews.
Faurissonism is, in short, a postwar extension of
Nazism—as ought to be obvious at a glance.
Rassinier was originally a man of the left, but his disciple
Faurisson is a man with ultraright-wing origins, and some
of the early successes of his thesis came about, as might
be expected, on the ultraright. In the United States,
Faurisson was taken up by the right-wing champions of
the old isolationist movement, who were eager to show
that, just as Wilhelmine Germany in WWI was not as bad
as the prowar argument in that era had maintained,
neither was Nazi Germany as bad as was said by the
supporters of WWII. The old-time isolationists were glad
to have an opportunity to condemn Israel and the
Zionists, too. And they went about promoting Faurisson
at their conferences and at their Institute for Historical
Review, which, with its conferences and its journal, has
exerted an influence in sundry corners of the world.
Then again, Faurisson’s successes came on the ultraleft,
chiefly in France. A group of well-known veterans of the
1968 uprising in Paris, the Vieille Taupe or “Old Mole”
group, led by someone named Pierre Guillaume, began
to see in Faurisson’s writings a tool for advancing the
anti-imperialist cause (on the grounds that Western
imperialism was the largest crime of the 20th century,
but its criminality has been concealed under a cloud of
accusations about the crimes of Nazism—which means
that, if Nazi behavior can be shown to have been no
worse than anybody else’s, the scale of the imperialist
crime can at last stand fully revealed). Guillaume ran a
small publishing house, which he dedicated to bringing
out Holocaust-denial literature, beginning with Rassinier’s
writings (which, in English, are best-known under the
title Debunking the Genocide Myth: A Study of the Nazi
Concentration Camps and the Alleged Extermination of
European Jewry). And he published the dossier of the
Faurisson affair that I have just quoted, together with
Faurisson himself and still other authors on similar
themes in a more classically Nazi vein. Faurisson’s
struggle was not a lonely one, then. Nor is it lonely
today. In France and the United States both, he has
enjoyed a small but fervent institutional backing.
II.
But mostly his success came about among mainstream
journalists and intellectuals—among people who were
prompted to adopt their positions by the Old Moles, but
knew how to avoid the shrill tone of the marginal
ultraleft. Faurisson’s triumph in persuading Le Monde to
publish “The Debate Over the ‘Gas Chambers’ ” marked
the sensational high-point of this particular success. But
the deeper success was to attract a number of well-
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known intellectuals and to convince those people to treat
him as one of their own—as a thoughtful man,
scientifically inclined, brave, and capable of seeing
through the bigotries of the age. One of those wellknown intellectuals was a scholar of Third World matters
named Serge Thion, who was a specialist on Cambodia
(with a subspecialty in arguing that Cambodia did not
undergo a genocide under the Khmer Rouge). It was
Serge Thion who edited the dossier of the Faurisson
affair for Pierre Guillaume’s publishing house. And, in
Paris in 1979, at a conference on Cambodia, Thion
succeeded in recruiting Noam Chomsky, who in those
days was more than well-known—was, indeed, already a
world figure. Chomsky struck up an alliance with
Guillaume, as well. And he made a number of
interventions into the affair, oddly and insistently
sympathetic to Faurisson—which meant that Faurisson,
the minor screwball, found himself, at last, standing at
the absolute center of intellectual debate in France and in
various countries around the world, reviled by some,
admired by others, with the debate revolving not only
around himself but also around his celebrated American
champion, Chomsky, the genius.
Chomsky has always maintained that, in intervening into
the Faurisson affair, he took an abstract position for free
speech, and nothing more, and he did not bother much
with the affair. Chomsky’s defenders and biographers in
print and film have repeated the claim, too, which means
that probably a great majority of the people who know
anything at all about the affair can only think of
Chomsky’s insistence as fact. And it is true that Chomsky
spoke up for free speech. But the free-speech argument
never attracted much attention, even if he has liked to
pretend otherwise. What attracted attention was
Chomsky’s oddly respectful tone toward Faurisson. He
left the clear implication that Faurisson is a scientificminded researcher, with conclusions or findings that
ought to be accorded the kind of respect that is accorded
to any authentically scientific researcher. Chomsky left
this impression in a petition that he signed in Faurisson’s
defense; and in an essay on the Faurisson affair that he
composed, which ran as a preface to a book by Faurisson
(though Chomsky has insisted that he never wanted his
essay to run as a preface, about which there is further
controversy); and in a series of responses to his critics,
myself included, over several years and in several
countries. And at the center of Chomsky’s argument was
the insistent claim that Faurisson is not, in fact, an antiSemite.
He introduced this idea in the preface to Faurisson’s
book. “One can ask,” he wrote in the final paragraph,
“whether Faurisson is truly an anti-Semite or Nazi. As I
have said, I do not know his work very well. But from
what I have read, in large part because of the nature of
the attacks made against him, I do not see any proof
that would lead to such conclusions. I find no credible
proof in the documents, published text or private
correspondence, that I have read concerning him. As far
as I can judge, Faurisson is a sort of relatively apolitical
liberal.”
And he stuck by this argument. In response to a long
article of mine in The Village Voice, Chomsky insisted, in
the Voice, July 1, 1981, that he had no knowledge of
Faurisson having called the Holocaust a Zionist lie (which
was never believable, by the way, given that Faurisson
calls the Holocaust a Zionist lie on the back cover of the
very book that contains Chomsky’s preface, and in many

other places, such that to read Robert Faurisson is to
stumble across the claim about a Zionist lie every 10
minutes). But Chomsky took the view that, even if
Faurisson did say such a thing, there was no reason to
hold it against him. “Does this prove that he is an antiSemite? Is it anti-Semitic to speak of ‘Zionist lies’? Is
Zionism the first nationalist movement in history to have
concocted lies in its own interest?” Addressing me by
name: “Berman’s accusation reduces to the fact that
Faurisson denies that the Nazis committed the crimes of
the Holocaust. If this is sufficient proof of anti-Semitism,
then most American intellectuals are racists and ‘virulent
bigots’ because they deny that the U.S. committed
monstrous war crimes against the people of Indochina…”
He stuck by Pierre Guillaume, the publisher, too—in this
case in the Voice, March 18, 1986, responding once
again to something I had written. Guillaume, he wrote, is
“a principled libertarian and anti-fascist who, as Berman
correctly asserts, finds merit in Faurisson’s views on gas
chambers.” It was odd to describe Guillaume as an antifascist, given that Guillaume’s principal argument rests
on the contention that anti-Nazism serves as an
ideological cloud to conceal the crimes of imperialism.
Chomsky was sincere, though. Guillaume became one of
Chomsky’s publishers in France. In one of the volumes
that Guillaume brought out, the publisher composed a
preface of his own extolling the virtues of his author,
Noam Chomsky, just to make plain that Chomsky and
France’s leading publisher of Holocaust-denial literature
had struck up an alliance.
III.
Only, why did Chomsky get involved in all of this? I think
Yakira’s argument in Post-Zionism, Post-Holocaust
identifies the logic. It is a matter of “ideology gone mad,”
with the ideology, in this instance, being—well, the
correct word cannot be “anti-Zionism,” though I think
anti-Zionism is the concept. Anti-Zionism cannot be the
correct word because Chomsky has from time to time
intruded into his political writings a phrase or two to
suggest that Zionism represents, at least in principle, a
reasonable response to the millennia of Jewish
oppression. In practice, though, Zionism outrages
Chomsky. Perhaps the correct word to describe his own
ideology ought to be “anti-Israelism,” as Yakira suggests.
It is a matter, in any event, of a profound and abiding
anger, and it leads Chomsky to seek out a virtue in even
the worst of Israel’s enemies. In the case of Faurisson
and Pierre Guillaume and his publishing house, Chomsky
has never gone so far as to endorse Holocaust denial
himself. But he refuses to agree that Holocaust deniers
should be banned from the universe of admirable people
with arguable opinions. And his refusal rests, I think, on
a certain habit of thinking that surrounds Israel.
Zionists have never looked upon the crimes of the Nazis
as grounds for Israel’s legitimacy, and that is because,
for Zionists, there are other grounds. Anti-Zionists,
though, like to suppose that, if Israel has enjoyed a
legitimacy in the eyes of the world, it is precisely
because of the crimes of the Nazis, and for no other
reason. From an anti-Zionist standpoint, therefore (or
from a standpoint that is tantamount to anti-Zionism), if
a doubt can be thrown across the crimes of Nazism, a
shadow would fall across Israel’s legitimacy. A doubt
does not require a full embrace of Holocaust-denial
theorizing.
A
full
embrace
might
even
be
counterproductive, given how absurd is the theory. A
dose of skepticism, though—this would suffice. A
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respectful nod to Faurisson and Guillaume, the “liberal”
and the “principled libertarian and anti-fascist,” provides
the dose. Such is the logic, I think. And so, Chomsky’s
interventions offer yet another example of “ideology
gone mad,” even if his particular madness is not exactly
the same as Rassinier’s, which is not the same as
Faurisson’s.
There was a moment in the late 1970s when a lot of
people waited to see which way the wind was going to
blow in regard to Faurisson, given his success at Le
Monde and the respectful homages by well-known
intellectuals. But quickly enough the serious historians
mobilized to rebut Faurisson, which was not hard to do,
and the editors of Le Monde came to their senses, and, in
the Western countries, the wind blew in an antiFaurissonian direction. Faurisson failed to advance into
the ranks of liberalism. Chomsky’s friend Thion
eventually lost his academic position in France as a result
of Holocaust denial. Guillaume and his bookstore and his
publishing house, fashionable once upon a time, fell out
of fashion. Some of Guillaume’s well-known friends
pulled away from him. Chomsky himself did not appear
to burnish his own prestige. Even among his keenest
admirers, the tendency in response to the Faurisson
affair has always been to pretend that Chomsky had
merely argued for free speech. Or the tendency has been
to express a little embarrassment for Chomsky as if,
amidst his many efforts for noble causes, he had
committed a minor blunder, as anyone might do. A
workaholic’s misstep.
Then again, no one has failed to notice that, regardless
of his misadventures with Faurisson and Guillaume, a
Chomsky-mania has become a worldwide phenomenon.
It is not every writer who can claim to have a book on
Bin Laden’s bookshelf and, at the same time, to be a
favorite of Hugo Chávez. Success on that scale is
daunting to consider. And, in a modest way, Faurisson
has likewise gone on to enjoy some additional successes,
here and there around the world.
It is worth glancing at a study by two historians at Tel
Aviv University, Meir Litvak and Esther Webman, titled
From Empathy to Denial, on the topic of (as their subtitle
puts it) “Arab Responses to the Holocaust.” Litvak and
Webman have pored over many decades of the Arab
press, and they remark that, when the news first began
to emerge of the Nazi crimes, in 1944, one of the
principal responses in Egypt and in the Arab League was
a genuine and well-informed sympathy for the Jews, and
outrage at the Nazis. But that was not the only response.
Even in the 1940s, some people in Palestine, in Syria,
and in Iraq were already equating the Zionists with the
Nazis. By 1946, Sayyid Qutb, who would go on to
become the grand theoretician of the Muslim
Brotherhood, had come to the conclusion that WWII
represented a victory for the Jews. By 1964, Gamal
Abdel Nasser, the Egyptian president, could say, “No
person, not even the simplest one, takes seriously the lie
of the six million Jews that were murdered.”
Eventually a widely shared belief arose in five parts,
which were: (1) The Holocaust was good. (2) The
Holocaust did not happen, and the belief otherwise is a
Jewish lie. (3) It did happen, and it was bad, but it was
small, and it has been exaggerated. (4) The Zionists
were complicit in the Holocaust, and the Jews were
victims of the Zionists. And (5) Israel is equivalent to the
Nazis. The whole structure of the five-part argument

appears to have arisen independently in the Arab world,
without much input from Europe.
Beginning in the 1980s, though, a Western influence did
enter into it, and this was from the Holocaust deniers—
Faurisson especially, whose writings were translated into
Arabic (and who was invited to address a conference in
Iran), plus another of Pierre Guillaume’s authors, Roger
Garaudy, the Communist philosopher who converted to
Islam and Holocaust denial. From the standpoint of the
Arab and Muslim world, Faurisson and Garaudy and a few
other people with similar opinions looked like renowned
scholars, controversial in Europe perhaps, and subject
perhaps to occasional persecutions, but surrounded,
even so, by well-regarded and even celebrated
supporters—intellectual authorities, therefore, whose
writings lent weight to arguments that had already taken
shape in a variety of countries. And, in this fashion,
Faurisson and his fellow-thinkers and supporters
succeeded in doing something dreadful, which was to
deepen the intellectual catastrophe in the larger Middle
East.
There is the curious case of Mahmoud Abbas, who
studied at a Soviet university and wrote a dissertation
that he presented as a book in Arabic in 1984, The Other
Side: The Secret Relationship Between Nazism and
Zionism. Abbas, as I learn from Litvak and Webman, the
Tel Aviv historians, acknowledges a Jewish suffering in
the war—as does Faurisson, for that matter. But, citing
Faurisson, Abbas doubts the scale of the suffering. He
contends that, after Kristallnacht in 1938, the Jews were
sent to concentration camps for their own protection.
And Abbas emphasizes a diabolical Zionist collaboration
with the Nazis, which led the Zionists to oppose the Nazis
in public (with the idea of goading Hitler to exterminate
Jews), while secretly helping the Nazis deport Jews to the
death camps, with the ultimate goal of establishing a
Jewish national homeland (presumably on the basis of
the Jewish population that was already in Palestine) in
league with German imperialism. You can read some
apposite quotations in an old MEMRI report.
Then again, after Abbas came to power in the Palestinian
National Authority, he wisely repudiated his old ideas. Or
he is said to have repudiated them. Or perhaps he did
nothing of the sort. Perhaps he merely found a few
occasions to underline portions of his original argument—
the acknowledgment of Jewish suffering during the world
war—that might sound pleasing to the Americans and the
Europeans or even to the Israelis. On these matters,
there appears to be no consensus. Back in 2009, Litvak
and Webman, in their From Empathy to Denial,
considered that Abbas did repudiate his old ideas. They
regarded his intellectual growth as part of a larger trend
among a good many Arab intellectuals to set aside the
delusions and myths of the past, in favor of a serious
effort to recognize reality. I wonder, though. My Tablet
colleague Yair Rosenberg has more than once pointed out
a few anomalies in Abbas’s reflections on world affairs.
And Abbas has still more recently made yet other
remarks suggesting that, even now, the delusions and
myths of the past remain verdant and fertile. He
attracted attention a few months ago with his description
of Israel as a “colonial project that has nothing to do with
Judaism,” which, conceptually speaking, does seem in
keeping with his old idea of Zionism as a diabolical plot
against the Jews, in alliance with German imperialism.
Abbas’s intellectual convolutions ought to remind us, in
any case, that it is good, it is necessary, to go on
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repeating that Robert Faurisson is a professional liar and
a falsifier of history. It is good that Le Monde has been
saying so. I add Tablet’s voice to Le Monde’s: Faurisson
is a professional liar and a falsifier of history. It is good
that, in France, and not for the first time, a court has
issued a sensible ruling on the matter. Only, how can it
be that, after 40 years of never-ending controversy over
the preposterous and revolting Faurisson and his mad

conspiracy theories, the controversy shows no sign of
resolving itself any time soon? Here is a miserable
mystery of the age.
***

By Rosie Whitehouse, October 16, 2018 • 12:00 AM

of the curriculum taught to 11-13 year olds, not all state
schools deliver. Timetable pressures mean that the KS3
program which should be delivered in a three-year
course is increasingly taught over two years.
In order to fulfill the government guidelines schools often
choose the quickest and cheapest option. Holocaust
survivors give their time to speak to schoolchildren for
free and are supported on those visits by professionals
from charities like the Holocaust Education Trust. “It is
almost lazy in the case of some schools to invite a
survivor in and expect them to do the job for them,”
Wetherall said. “It is not common practice to brief and
debrief children before a meeting like this.”
Worse, the practice is alienating survivors. Jacob
Fersztand, who arrived in Britain in 1945 and was cared
for in the same hostel as fellow survivor Ivor Perl, has
also decided that he will no longer speak in schools.
Fersztand feels that “you can only make children learn
what they want to learn,” but also said he feels
frustrated that while he is the person who suffered, all
the onus is now on him to explain to future generations
what happened in the Holocaust.
Ellie Olmer, whose father-in-law is a Holocaust survivor,
is an outreach teacher for the Holocaust Education Trust.
She accompanies survivors, among them Ivor Perl, when
they speak in schools. Olmer said she is positive about
the impact that Perl and the others have, but added “the
emotional toll on them is very hard.” Olmer found that
schools tend to ask for survivors from Auschwitz or
Treblinka, which is illustrative in itself as only 70 people
survived the Treblinka camp. “They feel that they are not
giving the full experience unless they smell the gas.” She
said students tend to think that there is a happy-everafter and have little conception of what it means to live
having survived such a trauma. In Olmer’s experience
“schools have a tendency to treat the survivors as a
commodity and sometimes don’t even offer them
something to eat or drink.” She is fearful for the future of
Holocaust education. “I love what I do and hope to do it
for many years but it all depends on what happens after
we lose our survivors.”
In some rural parts of the United Kingdom, like Cornwall,
there is, according to Wetherall, no Holocaust education
being taught at all despite the fact that it is a legal
requirement for schools to do so. “Survivors tend to live

Since he first spoke about his experiences in the 1990s,
Holocaust survivor Ivor Perl has come across a lack of
understanding with increasing frequency. Perl was 12
years old when he stepped out onto the ramp at
Auschwitz. He has been active in promoting the memory
of what happened to Europe’s Jews during the Holocaust
across schools in the United Kingdom but now feels that
there is no point in continuing to speak about his life
Perl said the gulf of understanding between himself and
the children he talks to is too wide for him to bridge. The
pupils he encounters have such a poor understanding of
what happened during World War II that his words fall on
deaf ears. This is certainly not Perl’s fault. He is an
engaging and thoughtful speaker.
Andy Pearce of University College London’s Centre for
Holocaust Education is not surprised Perl is disillusioned.
His research team, in the world’s largest ever study of its
kind, interviewed over 8,000 pupils aged 11-18 in
England, where the Holocaust is the only compulsory
subject in the national history curriculum. He was
shocked to discover that “after 25-30 years Holocaust
education is failing to make an impact.”
Perl complains that, although he was born in Hungary,
schoolchildren always ask him if he hates Germans and
never Hungarians. The UCL findings back up his
experience. When students were asked who was
responsible for the Holocaust, “Hitler dominated the
answer,” Pearce said. “Incredibly when we asked them to
tell us who the Nazis were, students responded by saying
they were ‘Hitler’s minions’ and ‘Hitler’s paratroopers.’
There was no reference to the Nazi Party as a political
movement.” Students also told the researchers that most
Jews were killed in Germany. “There was no
understanding of collaborating regimes and many
believed that mass killing began in 1933.”
Nicola Wetherall teaches at Royal Wooton Bassett
Academy in Wiltshire, which has a cross-curricular
Holocaust and genocide program built into its curricula.
In this, the school is an exception to other secondary
education institutions. She said that teachers in other
schools not only lack the training and support to deliver
effective Holocaust education but simply do not have the
time to do so. Although Holocaust education is
compulsory in state schools at Key Stage 3 (KS3), a part

Read more of Paul Berman’s political and cultural
analyses for Tablet magazine here.
*https://www.tabletmag.com/jewish-news-andpolitics/260637/robert-faurisson-holocaust-denial
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in urban areas,” she said, “and it is difficult to get them
to speak in schools in remote parts of the country.”
Because of this, Wetherall said, the money being spent
on the new Holocaust memorial in Westminster should be
invested in education programs across the country.
Those programs should be delivered by professionals and
be less reliant on the survivors.
The current debate over anti-Semitism in Britain’s
opposition Labour Party and the views of its leader
Jeremy Corbyn have also had a negative impact on
Holocaust education in the classroom and made better
teacher training even more imperative. Wetherall’s
students now ask about Holocaust denial and antiSemitism. “Two to three years ago I would not have had
pupils who would have heard the terms,” she said,
adding that “the guidelines have not kept up with these
changes, leaving teachers ill-equipped to deal with the
issue.”
The UCL study, however, showed more serious problems
with Holocaust education than an overreliance on
survivors to deliver it. According to UCL’s Pearce, it is
“not as simple as students knowing and not knowing.
The pupils have significant gaps in their understanding
and to fill those gaps they draw on myths in popular
culture and this causes more harm than good.”
Pearce said that there is a fundamental problem in the
British approach to the Holocaust. The focus wrongly
gravitates to Britain’s role in the Allied forces, the
liberation of the camps, and to the story of
Kindertransport, in which 10,000 Jewish children were
brought to the U.K. from the continent in the year before
WWII broke out. For Pearce it is a positive and selfcongratulatory approach that fails to address the story of
the Channel Islands, which were occupied by the
Germans, and what the British government knew about
the persecution of the Jews and failed to do about it. It is
no surprise, he said, that his team found that 32 percent
of students in secondary school believe that Britain
declared war on Germany because of the Holocaust. In
fact, Britain entered the war on Sept. 3, 1939, in
response to the German invasion of Poland.
Pearce pointed out that teachers who have no support
tend to use films and books, like John Boyne’s novel The
Boy in the Striped Pyjamas, as teaching aids. The
Holocaust Education Trust advises against its use in the
classroom because of its historical inaccuracy, yet the
UCL team found that over 80 percent of those pupils

interviewed who had read a book on the Holocaust had
read that one. The main character in the novel is a 9year-old boy whose father works as a commander of a
concentration camp. He has no idea of the tragedy
unfolding around him and innocently befriends a Jewish
boy in striped pyjamas. Pearce said the narrative
reinforces an inaccurate perception of German ignorance
of the Holocaust.
The UCL team also examined what teachers hope to
achieve by teaching the Holocaust. Pearce noted that
educators have “a tendency to slip into rhetoric. There is
a belief that if we study the Holocaust it will stop it
happening again.” He added, “It is laudable but it
reduces and simplifies history and is something that
again comes from wider popular culture.” Indeed the
recent decision to build a striking new national Holocaust
memorial next to the Houses of Parliament in London
was described by the Prime Minister’s Holocaust
Commission as a “sacred duty” and announced by a
government press release as a “permanent statement of
our British values.”
In order to tackle these issues, Pearce said, we must
totally rethink the way we teach children about the
Holocaust. Mike Levy, a Holocaust educator based in
Cambridge, sees the passing of the last Holocaust
survivors as an opportunity to do this. He said that
rethinking needs to start now, before Holocaust
education simply stops when the last survivor dies.
Levy said that there is “an atmosphere of fatigue in the
air when it comes to talking about the Holocaust and that
students and teachers want to learn more about other
genocides and contextualize the Holocaust.” Children
need to be taught that there is not a competition about
which genocide is worse. “The important thing
educationally about the Holocaust is it teaches us a lot
about the mechanisms because it is so well
documented,” he said. “It is the mother of all genocides.”
***
Read more from Campus Week, when Tablet magazine
takes stock of the state of education, academia, and
university life around the Jewish world.
Rosie Whitehouse is a freelance journalist based in
London who is currently researching a book on the
travails of Holocaust survivors 1944-48.
*https://www.tabletmag.com/jewishartsandculture/272
237/holocaust-education-britain

*https://static.timesofisrael.com/www/uploads/2018/10/Anti-Semitic-Flier-UC-Davis-Berkeely-and-vassar-2e1539384675136.jpg
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Jewish community leader rejects
Kevin Rudd claims, accuses him of
'far-fetched conspiracy theories' about
Israel
By Fergus Hunter & Latika Bourke, 19 October
2018 — 6:19pm
Prominent Jewish community leader Mark Leibler has
accused former prime minister Kevin Rudd of making
false claims and peddling "far-fetched conspiracy
theories" about the pro-Israel lobby in his new book.
In the memoir, Mr Rudd details how agents for Israeli
intelligence agency Mossad forged Australian passports
for their operations and claims Mr Leibler "went off" at
the government's decision to punish the Israeli
government for a 2010 incident by expelling a diplomat
believed to be an intelligence officer.

Jewish community leader Mark Leibler.Credit:Luis Ascui

Mr Rudd said Mr Leibler berated him for the "hostile act"
during a dinner at the Lodge in Canberra and did not
believe Mr Rudd when he told him it was not the first
time the Israelis had forged Australian passports. The
former prime minister claims an angry Mr Leibler
excused the Mossad conduct as typical of the intelligence
world and made a veiled threat about helping Julia
Gillard take the Labor leadership.
In a statement, Mr Leibler said the meeting took place
but emphatically rejected Mr Rudd's claims, calling the
account "completely false, virtually from top to bottom".
The prominent Melbourne lawyer and Israel backer
rejected all quotes attributed to him and the implication
"that I or some mythical pro-Israel conspiracy somehow
had a role in Julia Gillard's success in overthrowing Mr
Rudd" in the Labor leadership coup three weeks later.
"Nothing even approximating the threat quoted in the
article was said by me or anyone else," he said, adding
the then-prime minister had merely been sensitive and
defensive when Mr Leibler raised Ms Gillard's record on
Israel.
Mr Leibler said he assured Mr Rudd he shared the
government's concerns about Mossad's misuse of
passports and would be raising the issue with the Israel
government directly.
"I am shocked and disappointed that completely false
accounts of the meeting are now being used to prop up
far-fetched conspiracy theories by a former prime
minister," he said.
Jewish groups were publicly critical of the Rudd
government's treatment of the Israelis at the time but, in
his book, Mr Rudd writes that the country had previously
offended in 2003 and he was advised by officials to "act
firmly and decisively" to punish Mossad for breaching a
signed agreement to stop forging passports.
In the 2010 incident, four of the suspects implicated in
the assassination of Hamas arms dealer Mahmoud alMabhouh in a Dubai hotel room were found to have
travelled on forged passports in the names of dual
Australian-Israeli citizens.

Mr Rudd suggested Ms Gillard was not enthusiastic about
the Australian response and said: "I knew for a fact that
Julia had been cultivating the Israeli lobby in Australia."

Illustration: Matt GoldingCredit:

In the extract from his book, The PM Years, Mr Rudd said
Mr Leibler's perceived threat about aiding Ms Gillard was
made when he, in the course of the Canberra dinner,
offered the Jewish leader a briefing on Israel's conduct.
"He said 'Julia is looking very good in the public eye
these days, Prime Minister. She’s performing very
strongly. She’s a great friend of Israel. But you shouldn’t
be anxious about her, should you, Prime Minister?’"
The former Labor leader, a strong supporter of Israel
although recent critic of Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu, said he invited the Jewish leaders for dinner
to discuss the government's response to the passports
incident out of respect to MPs Michael Danby and Mark
Dreyfus who had lobbied him over the matter.
Related Article
*Kevin Rudd says he offered Julia Gillard a secret
Kirribilli-style resignation pact
*https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/jewishcommunity-leader-rejects-kevin-rudd-claims-accuseshim-of-far-fetched-conspiracy-theories-about-israel20181019-p50au3.html

===================================

So what’s new?
------Israeli military worked to create
system to track social media
users' private correspondence
Yaniv Kubovich, Oct 16, 2018 6:06 PM
The Israel Defense Forces asked cybersecurity companies
in 2016 to present proposals for creating a system that
would
monitor
social
media
users'
personal
correspondence. Ultimately, the army stresses now, no
formal bidding process related to this specific initiative
was conducted and implementation of the plan never
moved forward.
To really understand Israel and the Palestinians subscribe to Haaretz
The document that was sent to the companies, which
Haaretz has obtained and which was also posted on the
Defense Ministry’s website, states that the system in
question would have to scan and store both private and
public information from users of Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Google Plus, YouTube and so on. It does not
specify who would be monitored; whether Jewish citizens
of Israel, or Palestinian residents of East Jerusalem –
who for the most part don’t hold Israeli citizenship –
would be targeted; or whether restrictions set by any
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outside entity would be imposed on the surveillance
activities.
The army would not say whether it is actually monitoring
social media users or whether a bidding process for a
related scheme is being pursued.
According to a statement issued by the IDF, the
document “was a draft of an invitation to submit bids
that did not come to fruition. For operational and
technological reasons, the bidding process was not
carried out. The army has a range of needs that stem
from its operational situation, various threats and the
enemy’s capabilities. For clear reasons of information
security, we will not provide details regarding the
characteristics of the technological systems.”
The October 2016 document said the project was
proposed following a wave of so-called lone-wolf stabbing
attacks against Israelis in 2015. Such attacks, by
individuals not typically acting on behalf of a specific
organization, highlighted the need to monitor social
media and to examine how those media were influencing
Palestinians.
The invitation for bids described a system that would
monitor social media in Arabic, Hebrew and English.
Unlike the ongoing monitoring by the IDF of nonprofit
groups, social organizations and bloggers – involving
collection and analyses of information that is widely
accessible to the public – the system described in the
document was to be used to follow personal
communications. The objective was to gather information
from up to 500 social media contacts, whom the
individual in question either responded to, corresponded
with or asked to add as a friend.
The keywords the IDF proposed tracking included
"terrorism" and related links, "resistance," "nationalism"
and "religion." Other words that would have been
monitored
included
"statesmanship,"
"politics,"
"economics" and "quality of life."
The choice of these words has raised questions among
cybersecurity experts, as they seem to indicate an
interest on the military's part in issues that up until now
have been the exclusive realms of other Israeli
information security agencies.
“It is strange that they were seeking texts in Hebrew,”
notes Jonathan Klinger, who specializes in cyber law and
serves as legal counsel to the Israeli Digital Rights
Movement.
“It’s not within the army’s authority to go after citizens
rather than enemies. Keywords like ‘politics,’ ‘parties,’
‘political figures’ and ‘candidates’ are exactly what the
army cannot track. The army can’t act like that with
regard to Israeli citizens, other than when it comes to
violations of [military] censorship, but this involves an
entirely different system,” he says.
Klinger adds that a system such as that described in the
two-year-old document, if indeed used by the army,
would have to be monitored by an external entity to
ensure that it is not used against Israeli citizens.
However, he says, “if the army were to set up such a
system to foil terrorist attacks and those whom [the IDF]
tracked were not Israeli citizens but were known as
terrorist operatives who could carry out an attack – the
Israeli army would then have the authority to act to
prevent the next terrorist attack.”
*https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-idfworked-to-create-a-system-to-track-social-media-usersprivate-correspondence-1.6568413

===================================

The insanity continues lets demolish every road He ever walked on or drove on,
every road or building He ever commissioned to be built.

------------------------------------

Activists call for destruction of ‘Hitler
balcony’ in Vienna
While welcoming debate over forgotten detail
of the town hall’s history, city’s top cultural
official says a clearer explanation should be
given of its significance
By AFP, 18 October 2018, 4:09 pm 0

A balcony at Vienna's town hall built in commemoration
of a speech made by Nazi leader Adolf Hitler is pictured
on January 9, 2015. (Roland Schlager/APA/AFP)

VIENNA — Activists are calling for a little-remembered
balcony on the front of Vienna’s town hall to be
destroyed because it is where Adolf Hitler gave a speech
in 1938, Austrian media reported Wednesday.
Hitler made the speech on April 9, 1938, from a specially
constructed wooden balcony erected in the center of the
building’s imposing neo-Gothic facade, but it was later
replaced with a permanent stone one to commemorate
the event.
The origins of the balcony had since largely faded from
memory but an artists’ collective entitled “Memory Gaps”
is now calling for it to be destroyed.
It argues the structure should be removed as part of the
commemorations for the centenary of the first Austrian
Republic, as well as the 80th anniversary of the
“Anschluss,” or annexation of Austria by Nazi Germany.
Memory Gaps has also suggested that prior to it being
dismantled, a “speech for peace” could be given from the
balcony on November 12 — a hundred years to the day
since the Republic was proclaimed.
The city authorities seem to have been caught off guard
by the proposal.
Vienna’s top cultural official, Veronica Kaup-Hasler, said
she welcomed the debate and the fact that it had drawn
attention to a forgotten detail of the town hall’s history, a
spokesman told the APA agency.
But Kaup-Hasler preferred that the balcony remain in
place accompanied by a clearer explanation of its history.
The head of the commission responsible for researching
into and returning property stolen by the Nazis, Eva
Blimlinger, agreed, telling the Kurier newspaper: “This
balcony is, like so much that resulted from national
socialism, a part of our history.”
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Nazi leader Adolf Hitler enters the city limits of Vienna,
Austria, on March 14, 1938. (AP Photo)

Nazi leader Adolf Hitler gives a speech from the Imperial
The Anschluss of 1938 was welcomed by a broad swath
Palace in Vienna, on March 15, 1938. (AP Photo)
of the Austrian public.
Earlier
this month, Vice-Chancellor and FPOe leader
Shortly afterwards Hitler held a famous speech from
Heinz-Christian Strache sparked controversy when he
another balcony, of Vienna’s Hofburg imperial palace on
unveiled a monument to women who cleared debris from
March 15.
the streets during the war, with some accusing of him of
That speech, and the one in front of Vienna’s town hall,
seeking to rehabilitate the reputation of some Nazidrew massive crowds.
sympathizing women.
Austria’s relationship with its Nazi past remains a difficult
*https://www.timesofisrael.com/activists-call-forissue even today, not least since the far-right Freedom
destruction-of-hitler-balcony-in-vienna/
Party (FPOe) entered into a coalition government last
year.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Syrian War Report –
Terrorists Move From Syria And Iraq To EU Via Ukraine
#FROMTHEFRONT#RUSSIA 17.10.2018
The Turkish military has dent a new convoy of troops and
military equipment in order to strengthen its forces deployed in
the Syrian province of Idlib. Some sources link this move with
recent reports that terrorist groups like Hayat Tahrir al-Sham,
Houras al-Din and other al-Qaeda-like organizations are not
going to withdraw from their positions in the demilitarized zone
pre-agreed by Moscow and Ankara.
If these terrorist groups keep their attitude and continue
violations of the ceasefire regime established near the province
of Idlib, this may trigger a military response from the SyrianIranian-Russian alliance. Ankara, which is not interested in any
advances of pro-government forces in Idlib, is preparing to
employ its own military option in this case. Thus, its forces will
punish the militants having a low level of loyalty to their Turkish
patrons, impose at least formally the demilitarization zone and
to prevent advanced by the Syrian Army in Idlib.
Low intensity clashes between the US-backed Syrian Democratic
Forces and ISIS are still ongoing in the Hajin pocket in the
Euphrates Valley. Recently, the US-led coalition has even
employed B-1B Lancer heavy bombers to target ISIS positions
there. Nonetheless, the ISIS-held pocket is far from being
eliminated.
Ukraine has become a hub for terrorists moving from the Middle
East to the European Union and Russia, the Ministry of State
Security of the Lugansk People’s Republic (LPR) said on October
16.
According to the ministry, LPR security forces detained a
member of the criminal network assisting terrorists from the
Middle East to arrive in Ukraine and then to move to the
European Union or Russia. The detained criminal was identified
as a Ukrainian citizen, Oleg Stepanenko born on September 12,
1983. He reportedly participated in the transfer of terrorists and
weapons through Ukraine using the contacts of the criminal
network with Ukrainian security forces and intelligence.
The defeat of ISIS in the most of territory of Syria and Iraq
forced former members of the terrorist group to seek safe haven
in other regions across the world. These flows of terrorists,
whose main designations are Afghanistan, North Africa and the
EU pose a sufficient security threat setting ground for the
destabilization and new major terrorist acts in these areas.
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[If you’re able, and if you like our content and approach,
please support the project. Our work wouldn’t be
possible without your help: PayPal: southfront@list.ru or
via: http://southfront.org/donate/ or
via: https://www.patreon.com/southfront,
BTC: 3Gbs4rjcVUtQd8p3CiFUCxPLZwRqurezRZ,
BCH: qpf2cphc5dkuclkqur7lhj2yuqq9pk3hmukle77vhq,
ETH: 0x9f4cda013e354b8fc285bf4b9a60460cee7f7ea9]
*https://southfront.org/syrian-war-report-october-172018-terrorists-move-from-syria-and-iraq-to-eu-viaukraine/
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--------------------------------------------------------------------Der "Global pact of migration" wird Deutschland gefährden

*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ybEAMB_X41A

Michael Stürzenberger
Published on Oct 8, 2018
Interview mit dem AfD-Bundestagsabgeordneten und
Mitglied im EU-Ausschuss des Deutschen Bundestages,
Martin Hebner, über die Gefahren, die Deutschland durch
den "Global pact of migration" drohen und was die AfD
dagegen unternimmt. Außerdem geht es um Merkel, die
Diffamierungen der CSU gegen die AfD, die kommende
Landtagswahl und Ausblicke in die politische Zukunft

*https://www.un.org/development/desa/en/new
s/population/un-finalizes-first-ever-globalcompact-for-migration.html
The agreement will be formally adopted by Member
States at the Intergovernmental Conference to
Adopt the Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and
Regular Migration, which will be held in Marrakesh,
Morocco, on 10 and 11 December 2018. Ms. Arbour
will serve as the Secretary-General of the
Conference.
-------------------------The ministry added that the number of those
expected to be resettled had jumped to 428 after
the birth of six children and that the remainder of
the group was expected to travel over the next two
weeks.
“Britain, Germany and Canada made a legally
binding commitments to resettle them within a
period of no longer than three months and without
obligations to the kingdom.

________________________________________________________
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Syrian White Helmets rescued through Israel leave Jordan for West
Jordanian foreign ministry says 279 of those evacuated
from Syria via Golan Heights in daring nighttime
operation have been resettled elsewhere
By AFP 17 October 2018, 8:09 pm 0

longer than three months and without obligations to the
kingdom.

IDF soldiers give water to ‘White Helmet’ rescue workers
and their families whom Israel transported from Syria
into Jordan, as they flee the Assad regime, on July 22,
2018. (Israel Defense Forces)

IDF soldiers oversee the transfer of 422 'White Helmet'
rescue workers and their families through Israel and into
Jordan, as they flee the Assad regime, on July 22, 2018.
(Israel Defense Forces)

AMMAN, Jordan — Jordan said Wednesday a group of
279 Syrian rescue workers has left the kingdom for
resettlement in Western countries three months after
they were evacuated by Israel.
The kingdom announced on July 22 it had received 422
White Helmet rescuers and their relatives after they were
evacuated from Syria’s south ahead of advancing
government troops.
The group had been ferried to Israel from its war-torn
neighbor and foe Syria and then escorted to Jordan by
the Israeli military.

They will now be resettled in
Britain, Canada and Germany.

Founded in 2013, the Syria Civil Defense, or White
Helmets, is a network of first responders who rescue
wounded in the aftermath of air strikes, shelling or blasts
in rebel-held territory.
The Jordanian foreign ministry said on Wednesday that
“279 Syrian employees of the Civil Defense left the
kingdom” for resettlement.
“The government allowed them to pass through its
territory temporarily for resettlement in Western
countries,” the ministry said.
“Britain, Germany and Canada made a legally binding
commitments to resettle them within a period of no

Their passage was allowed “at the request of the United
Nations for purely humanitarian reasons,” it said.
The ministry added that the number of those expected to
be resettled had jumped to 428 after the birth of six
children and that the remainder of the group was
expected to travel over the next two weeks.

Civil defense workers known as the White Helmets carry
children after airstrikes hit a school housing a number of
displaced people, in the western part of the southern
Daraa province of Syria, on June 14, 2017. (Syrian Civil
Defense White Helmets via AP)

Famous for dramatic pictures of rescue workers pulling
bloodied children from the scenes of government
bombings, the White Helmets have received aid and
training from Western countries and say they are
independent.
But Damascus and its ally Moscow have accused the
group of being jihadists in disguise and a “tool” in the
hands of foreign governments that support them.
The group receives funding from a number of
governments, including Britain, Germany, Canada and
the United States, and from individual donors.
*https://www.timesofisrael.com/syrian-white-helmetsrescued-through-israel-leave-jordan-for-west/

__________________________________________________________________

Khashoggi Was No Critic of Saudi Regime, October 15, 2018
Jamal Khashoggi, the Saudi journalist, who disappeared
in the Saudi consulate in Istanbul last week is not quite
the critic of the Saudi regime that the Western media
says he is, writes As’ad AbuKhalil.

By As`ad AbuKhalil, Special to Consortium News
The disappearance of Jamal Khashoggi, the Saudi journalist, in
the Saudi consulate in Istanbul last week has generated huge

international publicity, but unsurprisingly, little in Saudicontrolled, Arab media. The Washington Post, for whom
Khashoggi wrote, and other Western media, have kept the story
alive, increasing the pressure on Riyadh to explain its role in the
affair.
It’s been odd to read about Khashoggi in Western media. David
Hirst in The Guardian claimed Khashoggi merely cared about
absolutes such as “truth, democracy, and freedom”. Human
Rights Watch’s director described him as representing
“outspoken and critical journalism.”
But did he pursue those absolutes while working for Saudi
princes?
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Khashoggi was a loyal member of the Saudi propaganda
apparatus. There is no journalism allowed in the kingdom: there
have been courageous Saudi women and men who attempted to
crack the wall of rigid political conformity and were persecuted
and punished for their views. Khashoggi was not among them.
Some writers suffered while Khashoggi was their boss at AlWatan newspaper. Khashoggi—contrary to what is being
written—was never punished by the regime, except lightly two
years ago, when Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman
(MbS) banned him from tweeting and writing for Al-Hayat, the
London-based, pan-Arab newspaper owned by Saudi Prince
Khalid bin Sultan.
By historical contrast, Nasir As-Sa`id was a courageous secular
Arab Nationalist writer who fled the kingdom in 1956 and settled
in Cairo, and then Beirut. He authored a massive (though
tabloid-like) volume about the history of the House of Saud. He
was unrelenting in his attacks against the Saudi royal family.
For this, the Saudi regime paid a corrupt PLO leader in Beirut
(Abu Az-Za`im, tied to Jordanian intelligence) to get rid of AsSa`id. He kidnapped As-Sa`id from a crowded Beirut street in
1979 and delivered him to the Saudi embassy there. He was
presumably tortured and killed (some say his body was tossed
from a plane over the “empty quarter” desert in Saudi Arabia).
Such is the track record of the regime.
Finding the Right Prince

Khashoggi: Eager to please (April Brady/Project on
Middle East Democracy)
Khashoggi was an ambitious young reporter who knew that to
rise in Saudi journalism you don’t need professionalism,
courage, or ethics. In Saudi Arabia, you need to attach yourself
to the right prince. Early on, Khashoggi became close to two of
them: Prince Turki Al-Faysal (who headed Saudi intelligence)
and his brother, Prince Khalid Al-Faysal, who owned Al-Watan
(The Motherland) where Khashoggi had his first (Arabic) editing
job.
Khashoggi distinguished himself with an eagerness to please
and an uncanny ability to adjust his views to those of the
prevailing government. In the era of anti-Communism and the
promotion of fanatical jihad in Afghanistan and elsewhere,
Khashoggi was a true believer. He fought with Osama bin Laden
and promoted the cause of the Mujahideen.
The Washington Post‘s David Ignatius and others want to
embellish this by implying that he was an “embedded”
reporter—as if bin Laden’s army would invite independent
journalists to report on their war efforts. The entire project of
covering the Afghan Mujahideen and promoting them in the
Saudi press was the work of the chief of Saudi intelligence,
Prince Turki, Khashoggi’s principal patron-prince.
Western media coverage of Khashoggi’s career (by people who
don’t know Arabic) presents a picture far from reality. They
portray a courageous investigative journalist upsetting the Saudi
regime. Nothing is further from the truth: there is no journalism
in Saudi Arabia; there is only crude and naked propaganda.
Editors are trusted individuals who have demonstrated long-time
loyalty. Khashoggi admitted to an Arab reporter last year in an
interview from Istanbul that in Saudi Arabia he had been both
editor and censor. Editors of Saudi regime papers (mouthpieces
of princes and kings) enforce government rules and eliminate
objectionable material.

Khashoggi never spoke out for Saudis in distress. He ran into
trouble in two stints as Al-Watan editor because of articles he
published by other writers, not by himself, that were mildly
critical of the conservative religious establishment—which he at
times supported. He was relocated to another government
media job— to shield him from the religious authorities.
Khashoggi was the go-to man for Western journalists covering
the kingdom, appointed to do so by the regime. He may have
been pleasant in conversation with reporters but he never
questioned the royal legitimacy. And that goes for his brief oneyear stint in Washington writing for the Post.
A Reactionary

Turki: Khashoggi’s prince. (Wikipedia)
Khashoggi was a reactionary: he supported all monarchies and
sultanates in the region and contended they were “reformable.”
To him, only the secular republics, in tense relations with the
Saudis, such as Iraq, Syria and Libya, defied reform and needed
to be overthrown. He favored Islamization of Arab politics along
Muslim Brotherhood lines.
Khashoggi’s vision was an “Arab uprising” led by the Saudi
regime. In his Arabic writings he backed MbS’s “reforms” and
even his “war on corruption,” derided in the region and beyond.
He thought that MbS’s arrests of the princes in the Ritz were
legitimate (though he mildly criticized them in a Post column)
even as his last sponsoring prince, Al-Walid bin Talal, was locked
up in the luxury hotel. Khashoggi even wanted to be an advisor
to MbS, who did not trust him and turned him down.
Writing in the Post (with an Arabic version) Khashoggi came
across as a liberal Democrat favoring democracy and reform.
But he didn’t challenge Saudi regime legitimacy or Western
Mideast policy. Mainstream journalists were enamored with him.
They saw him as an agreeable Arab who didn’t criticize their
coverage of the region, but praised it, considering the
mainstream U.S. press the epitome of professional journalism.
Khashoggi was essentially a token Arab writing for a paper with
a regrettable record of misrepresenting Arabs.
In Arabic, his Islamist sympathies with Turkey and the Muslim
Brotherhood (Ikhwan) were unmistakable. Forgotten or little
known in the West is that during the Cold War the Saudis
sponsored, funded, and nurtured the Muslim Brotherhood as a
weapon against the progressive, secular camp led by Egypt’s
Gamal Abdel Nasser. Ikhwan controlled the Saudi educational
system raising Saudi students to admire the Brotherhood. But
Sep. 11 changed the Saudi calculus: the rulers wanted a
scapegoat for their role in sponsoring Islamist fanaticism and
the Ikhwan was the perfect target. That made Khashoggi
suspect too.
Hints Against Him
Recent articles in the Saudi press hinted that the regime might
move against him.He had lost his patrons but the notion that
Khashoggi was about to launch an Arab opposition party was not
credible. The real crime was that Khashoggi was backed alone
by Ikhwan supporters, namely the Qatari regime and the
Turkish government.
A writer in Okaz, a daily in Jeddah, accused him of meeting with
the Emir of Qatar at the Four Seasons Hotel in New York and of
having ties to “regional and international intelligence services.”
If true it may have sealed his fate. Qatar is now the number one
enemy of the Saudi regime—arguably worse than Iran.
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Khashoggi was treated as a defector and one isn’t allowed to
defect from the Saudi Establishment. The last senior defections
were back in 1962, when Prince Talal and Prince Badr joined
Nasser’s Arab nationalist movement in Egypt.
Khashoggi had to be punished in a way that would send shivers
down the spine of other would-be defectors.
As’ad AbuKhalil is a Lebanese-American professor of
political science at California State University, Stanislaus.
He is the author of the Historical Dictionary of Lebanon
(1998), Bin Laden, Islam and America’s New “War on
Terrorism” (2002), and The Battle for Saudi Arabia
(2004). He also runs the popular blog The Angry Arab
News Service.
If you value this original article, please consider making a
donation to Consortium News so we can bring you more
stories like this one.

Please visit our Facebook page where you can join the
conversation by commenting on our articles to help
defeat Facebook censorship. While you are there please
like and follow us, and share this piece!
===================
[NB: Jamal Khashoggi is the nephew of Adnan Khashoggi
the Saudi Arabian businessman and arms dealer, known
for his lavish business deals and lifestyle …
*https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adnan_Khashoggi
*https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jamal_Khashoggi ]
==========================
*https://consortiumnews.com/2018/10/15/khashoggiwas-no-critic-of-saudi-regime/
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Anwalt verurteilt
Existenz von Gaskammern geleugnet! 10.000 € Strafe - Oberösterreich
18. Oktober 2018 19:00; Akt: 18.10.2018 17:42

Ein Welser Rechtsanwalt hatte laut Kollegen in einer
Verhandlung die Existenz von Gaskammern in Mauthausen
geleugnet – 10.000 Euro Strafe.

Der Anwalt leugnete die Existenz von Gaskammern in
Mauthausen, wurde zu einer Geldstrafe verurteilt. (Bild:
OÖ Museumsverband)
Vor mehr als zwei Jahren, genauer gesagt im März 2016, hatte
der Beschuldigte vor Gericht einen wegen Hasspostings
angeklagten Mann vertreten.
In seinem Schlussplädoyer sagte er dann wörtlich: "Es ist
strittig, ob in Mauthausen Vergasungen und Verbrennungen
stattgefunden haben. Was man seinerzeit in Mauthausen zu
Gesicht bekommen hat, ist eine sogenannte Gaskammer, die
nachträglich eingebaut wurde. Unbekannt ist, ob dort jemals
eine Gaskammer vorhanden war."
Anschließend leitete die Welser Staatsanwaltschaft Ermittlungen
gegen den Rechtsanwalt ein, wollte auch Anklage erheben. Nach
„Ersuchen“ des Weisungsrates nahm sie dann aber wieder
Abstand davon. Er habe über das Ziel hinausgeschossen, nicht
aber den Holocaust an sich geleugnet.
Der
Welser
wurde
schließlich
wegen
Verbreitung
nationalsozialistischen Gedankenguts zu einer Verwaltungsstrafe
von 250 Euro verdonnert. Das bekämpfte er erfolglos bis zum
Verfassungsgerichtshof.
Doch jetzt folgte die Wende. Die Oberösterreichische
Rechtsanwaltskammer verurteilte den Kollegen nach dem
Disziplinarstatut wegen Verletzung der Berufspflichten und
Beeinträchtigung von Ehre und Ansehen des Standes in nicht
öffentlicher
Sitzung
zu
10.000
Euro
Geldstrafe.
Das Urteil erging bereits vor Monaten, ist mittlerweile
rechtskräftig. Den Betrag soll der Verurteilte bereits überwiesen
haben.
*http://www.heute.at/oesterreich/oberoesterreich/stor
y/Existenz-von-Gaskammern-geleugnet--10-000--Strafe-54608619
********
[Legal force used to enforce belief in homicidal gas
chambers and forensic investigations have been
criminalized!

In 1983 Judge Dr Wilhelm Stäglich had his 1951conferred doctor of law degree from Göttingen University
revoked because in 1979 he had written a book: The
Auschwitz Myth, wherein he details his time spent at
Auschwitz – and his refusal to sanction the official
homicidal gas chamber story that had received legal force
during the Frankfurt Auschwitz trial of 1963, as well as
from the horrendously legally perverse Nuremberg
International Military Tribunal trials of 1945-6.
In March 1999 lawyer Ludwig Bock was fined DM 9.000
because he had on 3 April 1997 during his defence of
Günter Deckert at Mannheim, applied to have leading
German politicians testify that massive political interests
prevented historical truths, concerning the Holocaust gas
chamber narrative, from emerging in court. – ed. AI]
***
Bock, Ludwig, 3 May 2008
Der Mannheimer Rechtsanwalt Ludwig Bock (Jg. 1942) hat
mehrfach Holocaustleugner verteidigt und wurde selbst wegen
Volksverhetzung verurteilt.
Seinen politischen Werdegang startete Bock während des JuraStudiums.
Er
wurde
beim
1967
gegründeten
Nationaldemokratischen Hochschulbund (NHB) aktiv und rückte
bereits im Gründungsjahr in den NHB-Bundesvorstand auf. 1972
kandidierte Bock im Wahlkreis Freiburg für die NPD bei der
Bundestagswahl. Danach konzentrierte Bock seine Tätigkeiten
auf das im Juli 1973 im pfälzischen Morbach gegründete
Nationaleuropäische Jugendwerk (NEJ), eine extrem rechte
Schulungsstätte, die er über Jahre hinweg leitete. Zeitweilig
amtierte Bock als Vorsitzender des Schiedsgerichts der
Gesellschaft für freie Publizistik (GfP).
Juristisch stand Bock unter anderem der Neonazi-Band
Tonstörung, den Holocaustleugnern Ernst Tag und Frederik
Toben sowie mehrfach dem Ex-NPD-Bundesvorsitzenden Günter
Deckert zur Seite. Bundesweit bekannt wurde Bock 1977 im
Düsseldorfer Majdanek-Prozess als Beistand der ehemaligen KZAufseherin Hildegard Lächert, genannt "die blutige Brygida".
Lächert war des 1.196-fachen Mordes angeklagt. Am 154.
Verhandlungstag hatte Bock beantragt, die Zeugin Henryka
Ostrowska im Gerichtssaal festnehmen zu lassen – wegen
Beihilfe zum Mord. Die ehemalige KZ-Gefangene hatte
ausgesagt, sie sei in Majdanek gezwungen worden, Behälter mit
Zyklon B in die Gaskammern zu bringen.
Am 6. April 2000 bestätigte der Bundesgerichtshof in Karlsruhe
(Az.: 6 KLs 503 Js 69/97) ein Urteil des Landgerichts Mannheim
vom März 1999, das Bock für eine Äußerung als Verteidiger in
einem Strafprozess zu 9.000 Mark Geldstrafe wegen
Verharmlosung des Holocausts verurteilt worden hatte. Damit,
so das GfP-Sprachrohr Das Freie Forum, sei erstmals ein
Verteidiger
für
Formulierungen
bei
einem
Volksverhetzungsverfahren persönlich bestraft worden. Bei der
Verteidigung des angeklagten Günter Deckert hatte Bock am 3.
April 1997 einen Hilfsbeweisantrag vor dem Landgericht
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Mannheim vorgelegt. Darin wollte er führende Repräsentanten
des deutschen Staates als Zeugen dafür benennen, "dass es
primär massive politische Interessen" seien, "welche dem
Durchbruch der historischen Wahrheit im Zusammenhang mit
dem Holocaust entgegenstehen".

Seinen vorerst letzten großen Auftritt hatte Ludwig Bock im
Februar 2007. Beim Prozess gegen den Holocaustleugner Ernst
Zündel vor dem Mannheimer Landgericht verlas Bock in seiner
Eigenschaft als dessen Wahlverteidiger Passagen aus Hitlers
Mein Kampf und den NS-Rassengesetzen.
*http://www.belltower.news/lexikontext/bock-ludwig
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